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RF controlled premium cabinet lift
The Premium has all the possible perks. It can lift heavier and bigger screens than the Eco series. 
Unique and patented TV weighting system stops and raises the lift slightly even if a slight obstacle 
is encountered - therefore protecting both the unit and the users around it. Additional power cord 
allows connecting TV directly to the lift - no need for extra cables. Power Guard function protects 
the TV from lowering it when turned on - cutting the power of the screen so that it's always hidden 
securely. Electric motor overload protection. 5 Year warranty with over 80 thousand cycles on full 
load ensured. Active RJ-45 Port allows using all the SABAJ accessories with this unit. RF Operated with 
remote attached - RF signal can easily go through wooden furniture, eliminating the necessity of 
wiring antennas or receiversoutside the furniture. Easy cable management with plastic chain cable 
carrier - to keep everything tidy and secure. Soft start and soft stop function keep the mechanism 
working for even longer . Universal TV mount covers VESA standards from 200x200 to 600x600 and 
everything in between. Extra support bar eliminates the need of a sturdy backplate on the furniture. 
The top and low viewing positions can be easily programmed via the control box. 

5 year
warranty

Active RJ-45 socket 
+ Power Guard

RF remote 
control included

Cable
guide

Safety
systems

Easy stroke 
adjustment

K-Premium RFTV Lifts

WiFI Ready  
K-SMRT

accessory 
on page 56
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DC motor with 
overheat protection

Control boxHorizontal bar for 
improved stiffness

Universal mount 
compliant with VESA 

200-600 standard

Power socket with 
power guard system

Easy cable  
management

Active RJ-45 
for extra 

accessories

Limit switch 
for extra 

safety

Smooth lifting of the furniture flap

TV LiftsK-Premium RF

Specification

K-1 Premium RF K-2 Premium RF K-3 Premium RF K-5 Premium RF

lifting capacity 30 kg / 65 lb 50 kg / 110 lb 50 kg / 110 lb 50 kg / 110 lb

lifting height 720 mm / 28" 840 mm / 33" 970 mm / 38" 1025 mm / 43"

max screen height 690 mm / 27" 800 mm / 32" 860 mm / 34" 940 mm / 37"

max. VESA 400x600 600x600 600x600 600x600

lifting speed 20 mm/s

power consumption 80W

power supply 115V/230V

Compatible accessories on pages 56 - 57
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Dimensions [mm]
K-1 Premium RF K-2 Premium RF K-3 Premium RF K-5 Premium RF

A 708 822 887 965

B 1428 1662 1857 1990

C 508 708 708 708

D 131 131 131 131

E 530 600 670 740

F 100-460 100-660 100-660 100-660

G 1160-1280 1320-1440 1320-1448 1550-1670
*G + extra mounting 

bracket - - 1555 1785

K-Premium RFTV Lifts

Front view

*Extra mounting bracket

Side view

Top view

C
G

120 120

Extension bracket 
available for low 

mount LED TV 
Product ID: 

K-BRCK-EXTD

Find out more on: rtv.sabaj.pl
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